1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

At near-term age the infant brain undergoes rapid growth and microstructural development ([@bb0035], [@bb0085], [@bb0145], [@bb0180], [@bb0235], [@bb0240], [@bb0270]). Brain microstructure abnormalities assessed at this age are plausible prognostic factors of neurodevelopment in preterm children ([@bb0005], [@bb0015], [@bb0020], [@bb0225], [@bb0275], [@bb0265], [@bb0255], [@bb0330], [@bb0360]). Although advances in neonatal medicine have increased the survival rate and positive outcome among children born preterm, 40--50% of very preterm infants still experience neurodevelopmental impairments such as cerebral palsy (CP), developmental coordination disorder, as well as cognitive and language delay ([@bb0305], [@bb0350]). CP affects 10--15% of very-low-birth-weight (VLBW) preterm children compared to 0.3% of children born full-term; among extremely preterm infants, cognitive and motor delay occurs in 33% and 18%, respectively, compared to 13% and 1% in children born full-term ([@bb0360]).

At term-equivalent age, reduction in cerebral volume and white matter (WM) immaturity has been reported in preterm infants compared to full-term neonates ([@bb0150], [@bb0155], [@bb0200], [@bb0260], [@bb0320], [@bb0315]). Neonatal neuroimaging holds potential for identifying early biomarkers of neurodevelopmental impairment to guide early intervention at a time of optimal neuroplasticity and rapid cognitive and motor development.

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) measures water diffusion in multiple directions. The movement of water molecules is restricted by cellular barriers (e.g. cellular membranes or axonal myelination where present), thus DTI can be used to obtain information about underlying tissue organization ([@bb0030], [@bb0060], [@bb0150], [@bb0250]). DTI quantifies fractional anisotropy (FA), mean diffusivity (MD), radial diffusivity (RD), and axial diffusivity (AD). FA is a scalar between 0 and 1 that expresses the degree of restriction that limits diffusion to a distinct direction ([@bb0250]), in WM it is altered by fiber coherence, diameter, density, and myelination. MD is the average displacement of water molecules, AD is the displacement along the primary axis, and RD is the displacement perpendicular to the primary axis.

Brain development involves certain processes that change the dynamics of diffusion, e.g. decreased water content, contraction of extracellular space, myelination, and increased coherence of axonal structures ([@bb0090], [@bb0185], [@bb0235]). FA, MD, AD, and RD values are affected by these changes and can assess brain development and maturation.

VLBW preterm infants typically undergo standard-of-care neuroimaging prior to discharge from the neonatal intensive care unit. Determining prognostic biomarkers on conventional structural brain MRI scans have been reported ([@bb0135], [@bb0215]). Employing DTI is a promising extension of neuroimaging techniques to assess early WM microstructure and may improve the overall prognostic accuracy for developmental outcomes ([@bb0020], [@bb0275], [@bb0265], [@bb0255]).

Previously we reported neurodevelopmental outcome in relation to near-term regional WM assessed on DTI in 6 subcortical WM regions (4 bilateral regions, 2 regions of the corpus callosum) selected based on functional relevance, in the same cohort of VLBW preterm children, using standard statistical techniques ([@bb0275]). In contrast, the current study employs statistical learning approaches with exhaustive feature selection and leave-one-out cross-validation of 51 WM regions (48 bilateral regions, 3 regions of corpus callosum) to investigate utilizing DTI based multivariate linear models in the NICU for early prognosis. Search in large feature space may more accurately identify neonatal neural correlates of neurodevelopmental delay, and ultimately inform neuroprotective treatment to improve quality of life for preterm children. Here we use a statistical learning approach to examine near-term WM microstructure in VLBW preterm neonates in relation to cognitive and motor outcome at 18--22 months adjusted age. We hypothesized that WM microstructure in a subset of three near-term brain regions, identified using statistical learning approach of exhaustive feature selection and cross-validation, would demonstrate higher predictive value for cognitive and motor development at 18--22 month of adjusted age, compared to using standard techniques.

Our analysis utilized machine learning applied to linear models using a standard exhaustive feature search and cross-validation. Exhaustive feature search is an optimal feature selection method that is employed when the size of dataset and the number of required features allow the exhaustive feature selection to be computation feasible ([@bb0340]). Cross-validation is the most widely-used technique to estimate generalization capability and prediction error of a machine learning model ([@bb0125]).

This approach was selected for its simplicity of design, generalization capability, and potential for use in other cohorts and clinical applications.

2. Methods {#s0010}
==========

Participants were selected based on criteria of gestational age at birth ≤ 32 weeks, VLBW (birth weight ≤ 1500 g), and absence of evidence of genetic disorder or congenital brain abnormalities. 102 infants treated at Lucile Packard Children\'s Hospital (LPCH) from 1/1/10--12/31/11 participated, representing 76% of eligible infants who were admitted to the NICU over the two-year period. Parents were approached prior to scheduled routine MRI and consent was obtained for this IRB-approved study. 66 of the 102 neonates had successful DTI scans, collected at the end of routine MRI scan, prior to discharge.

Of the 66 neonates who had both near-term MRI and DTI, 60 returned for follow-up neurodevelopmental assessment at 18--22 months; 59 completed cognitive BSID-III, and 60 completed motor BSID-III. Cognitive and motor development was assessed using the BSID-III composite cognitive and motor scores, as well as fine motor and gross motor sub-scores of BSID-III, adjusted for age, as previously described ([@bb0275]).

2.1. MRI data acquisition {#s0015}
-------------------------

Brain MRI scans were performed on 3 T MRI (GE Discovery MR750, GE 8-Channel HD head coil, Little Chalfont, UK) at LPCH. A 3-plane localizer was used, and an asset calibration was prescribed to utilize parallel imaging. Sagittal T1 FLAIR image parameters were: TE = 9l.0, TR = 2200, FOV = 20 cm, matrix size = 320 × 224, slice thickness 3.0 × 0.5 mm spacing, NEX = 1. T2, DWI, and DTI axial scans were prescribed using a single acquisition, full-phase field of view (FOV). The axial fast spin echo T2 imaging parameters were: TE = 85 ms, TR = 2500, FOV 20 cm, matrix = 384 × 224; slice = 4.0 mm × 0.0 mm spacing. Axial T2 FLAIR parameters were: TE = 140, TR = 9500, FOV = 20 cm, slice = 4.0mmx0.0 mm, inversion time = 2300, fluid attenuated inversion recovery matrix = 384 × 224. Axial DWI parameters were: TE = 88.8, TR = 10,000, FOV = 20 cm, slice = 4.0mmx0.0 mm spacing, matrix = 128 × 128. Coronal T1 SPGR parameters were: TE = 8, TR = 3, slice = 1.0mmx0.0 spacing, FOV = 24 cm, matrix = 256 × 256.

2.2. Radiological assessment {#s0020}
----------------------------

Structural MRI was assessed for degree of WMA and significant cerebellar abnormality. Radiological evaluation was performed by an experienced pediatric neuroradiologist (X.S.) and confirmed by a second (K.Y.), both were masked to all other participant data. A form validated for near-term neuroradiological assessment ([@bb0135]) was used to score WMA (1--3) according to a widely used classification system ([@bb0135], [@bb0140], [@bb0355]): (i) extent of WM signal abnormality, (ii) periventricular WM volume loss, (iii) cystic abnormalities, (iv) ventricular dilation, and (v) thinning of the CC. High inter-rater agreement (96%--98%) for moderate-severe WMA using this classification was reported ([@bb0135], [@bb0355]). Significant cerebellar abnormalities included significant cerebellar lesions defined by Hintz et al. and/or significant cerebellar asymmetry of ≥ 3 mm in the anterior-posterior or medial-lateral direction ([@bb0135]).

DTI was calculated based on diffusion weighted images (DWI) obtained along 25 orientations with slice thickness of 3 mm, matrix size of 128 × 128, and 90-degree flip angle on a 3 T MRI (GE Discovery MR750, GE 8-Channel HD head coil) at LPCH at the end of routine MRI acquisition. A repetition of DTI sequence was successfully collected in 64 of 66 cases. Infants were swaddled and fed, and typically remained asleep during the scan. Sedation typically was not utilized for routine near-term MRI, and was not utilized as part of the research protocol.

2.3. DTI processing {#s0025}
-------------------

To eliminate images with artifacts or evidence of motion, the best DTI repetitions were selected by a trained inspector. In 2 of 66 cases, no full repetition was usable, therefore a composite repetition was generated from the best image slices. Affine transformation was applied to correct eddy current distortions. Skull stripping was performed based on B0 and trace (vectorial sum of diffusivity) maps using ROI editor, and manually rotated to align the JHU neonatal template. Scans were analyzed using DTI-studio with settings detailed in Oishi et al., in a semi-automated, atlas based manner ([@bb0240]). DTI images were processed using DiffeoMap using FA and trace map to perform a large deformation diffeomorphic metric mapping transformation ([@bb0240]). Amplitude of trace \> 0.006 mm2/s and FA \< 0.15 were considered cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and gray matter, respectively, and were used to obtain the mask of WM regions. WM regions were then segmented into 126 regions based on the JHU parcellation atlas, and the average FA, MD, AD, and RD values were calculated for each region. The number of regions were then narrowed to apical regions ensuring the quality of registration, resulting in 48 regions of both sides in addition to the splenium and genu of the corpus callosum (CC), and the overall CC. Further examination was performed on the FA, MD, AD, and RD values of a total of 99 regions adjusted for post menstrual age (PMA) at scan.

2.4. Statistical analysis {#s0030}
-------------------------

Correlations between DTI measures and BSID-III scores were analyzed using distinct linear models generated for cognitive composite, motor composite, fine motor, and gross motor scores. Using an exhaustive search in the feature space, multivariate linear regression models were evaluated to find a set of 3 regions (features) most correlated with BSID-III scores. Logistic regression models were evaluated on DTI to find a set of 3 regions that best classified high-risk infants scoring below one standard deviation below mean. Best models were selected based on cross-validated coefficient of determination (R^2^) for linear regression, and cross-validated area under the curve (AUC) of the receiver operator characteristic (ROC) for the binary classification with logistic regression.

DTI scalars were adjusted for PMA at scan and normalized to have zero mean and unit variance. To ensure model generalization and robustness, and avoid overfitting, performance measures, such as R^2^ and AUC, were evaluated with leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV). For the classification tasks (high-risk vs. low-risk), 3 thresholds on the logistic functions were evaluated: (i) to obtain balanced sensitivity and specificity determined by maximizing the sum of the squares of sensitivity and specificity (sensitivity^2^ + specificity^2^), (ii) specificity given the maximum achievable sensitivity, and (iii) sensitivity given the maximum achievable specificity ([Table 2b](#t0015){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3b](#t0025){ref-type="table"}, [Table 4b](#t0035){ref-type="table"}, [Table 5b](#t0045){ref-type="table"}). The balanced sensitivity and specificity are reported in the text. Results were obtained using Scikit-learn ([@bb0245]) and Statsmodels ([@bb0285]).

Non-image clinical features -- including gender, gestational age, birth weight, small for gestational age, multiple births, presence of bronchopulmonary dysplasia and necrotizing enterocolitis, stage of retinopathy of prematurity (ROP), and average serum CRP and albumin over the first 2 weeks of life as previously defined ([@bb0275]) -- were also evaluated using exhaustive feature selection, cross-validation, and logistic regression to compare their predictive performance to DTI-based predictions.

3. Results {#s0035}
==========

[Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} reports neonatal clinical characteristics as well as classification of high risk infants using logistic regression with exhaustive feature selection and cross-validation based on near-term DTI and on near-term structural MRI findings, in VLBW preterm children who scored \< one SD versus ≥ one SD below mean BSID-III cognitive and motor score, at 18--22 months of adjusted age.Table 1Clinical characteristics and classification using logistic regression with exhaustive feature selection and cross-validation of near-term DTI compared to near-term structural MRI findings, in VLBW preterm children who scored below one SD (\< 1SD) versus equal to or greater than one SD (≥ 1SD) below mean BSID-III cognitive and motor score. MRI findings include presence of white matter abnormality (WMA), cerebellar signal abnormality, and cerebellar asymmetry.Table 1BSID-III cognitive compositeBSID-III motor compositeBSID-III fine motorBSID-III gross motor\< 1SD≥ 1SD\< 1SD≥ 1SD\< 1SD≥ 1SD\< 1SD≥ 1SDTotal (N)851105011491545GA-at-birth (days, mean \[SD\])187.75 \[13.27\]203.22 \[16.07\]196.10 \[15.81\]202.44 \[16.52\]199.64 \[16.82\]201.78 \[16.49\]197.87 \[17.24\]202.56 \[16.17\]Birth weight (g, mean \[SD\])925.00 \[247.02\]1089.51 \[261.72\]1021.80 \[271.13\]1075.14 \[261.27\]985.73 \[268.21\]1084.33 \[259.25\]1006.73 \[303.12\]1086.09 \[245.98\]PMA-at-scan (g, mean \[SD\])258.50 \[9.07\]255.69 \[9.01\]254.20 \[6.85\]256.24 \[9.44\]255.00 \[10.25\]256.10 \[8.79\]257.33 \[9.29\]255.42 \[8.97\]Prediction using DTI-based logistic regression with LOOCV8/851/518/1048/5011/1143/4914/1530/45Prediction using WMA identified on structural MRI (N/total)0/847/511/1047/500/1145/491/1542/45Prediction using cerebellar signal abnormality identified on structural MRI (N/total)2/845/512/1044/502/1143/493/1540/45Prediction using cerebellar asymmetry identified on structural MRI (N/total)1/847/511/1046/500/1144/491/1541/45

Cognitive impairment based on BSID-III cognitive composite score was correctly classified using logistic regression on near-term DTI with exhaustive feature selection and cross-validation (100% sensitivity, 100% specificity, AUC = 1) based on near-term WM microstructure in three brain regions: right middle temporal gyrus MD, right cingulate gyrus part of the cingulum MD, and left caudate nucleus MD ([Table 2b](#t0015){ref-type="table"}; [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}a and b). The same statistical approach using structural brain MRI findings of WMA score, presence of cerebellar signal abnormality, and cerebellar asymmetry, classified infants with cognitive impairment with lower accuracy (50% sensitivity, 80% specificity, AUC = 0.582). The 3 most predictive non-image clinical features were gestational age, multiple birth, and presence of bronchopulmonary dysplasia (72% sensitivity, 73% specificity, AUC = 0.707).Fig. 1a. Prediction of BSID-III cognitive composite score below one standard deviation of mean in preterm children at 18--22 months, based on near-term DTI using logistic regression. Logistic function fitted on right middle temporal gyrus MD, right cingulate gyrus part of the cingulum MD, and left caudate nucleus MD. Score below one standard deviation of the mean denoted by 1 on the y axis.b. Prediction of BSID-III cognitive composite score below one standard deviation of mean in preterm children at 18--22 months, based on near-term DTI using logistic regression. Receiver operating characteristics curve and confusion matrices of cross-validated classification of VLBW preterm infants at high-risk for cognitive impairment from right middle temporal gyrus MD, right cingulate gyrus part of the cingulum MD, and left caudate nucleus MD.Fig. 1

Cognitive composite score was predicted using linear regression on near-term DTI with exhaustive feature selection and cross-validation (Rˆ2 = 0.375, adjusted Rˆ2 = 0.341, cross-validated Rˆ2 = 0.296) based on near-term WM microstructure in three brain regions: left PLIC MD, Genu RD, and right fusiform gyrus AD, which explained 29.6% of variance of BSID-III cognitive composite score at 18--22 months of age ([Table 2a](#t0010){ref-type="table"}).Table 2aPrediction of BSID-III cognitive composite score in VLBW preterm children at 18--22 months of age based on near-term white matter microstructure assessed on DTI, using exhaustive feature selection with leave-one-out cross-validation and linear regression. The five most predictive set of three brain regions are listed.Table 2aRegionsR^2^Adj. R^2^LOOCV R^2^L PLIC MD\
Genu RD\
R fusiform gyrus AD0.3750.3410.296L PLIC MD\
L ALIC MD\
L lateral orbitofrontal AD0.3540.3190.275L PLIC MD\
L ALIC MD\
L lateral orbitofrontal MD0.3540.3180.274L PLIC RD\
Genu RD\
R fusiform gyrus AD0.3490.3130.267L PLIC MD\
L ALIC AD\
L lateral orbitofrontal MD0.3440.3090.263Table 2bClassification of VLBW preterm infants at high-risk for cognitive impairment based on near-term regional white matter microstructure assessed on DTI, using exhaustive feature selection and logistic regression for prediction of BSID-III cognitive composite score below one standard deviation of the mean in preterm children at 18--22 months. The five most predictive set of three brain regions are listed.Table 2bBalancedMaximum sensitivityMaximum specificityRegionsAUCSensSpecSensSpecSensSpecR middle temporal gyrus MD\
R cingulate gyrus part of the cingulum MD\
L caudate nucleus MD1111111R inferior temporal gyrus AD\
L uncinate fasciculus RD\
R cingulate gyrus FA0.99510.9810.980.751R middle temporal gyrus MD\
R cingulate gyrus part of the cingulum MD\
L caudate nucleus RD0.99510.96110.9610.8751R inferior temporal gyrus AD\
L uncinate fasciculus RD\
L cingulate gyrus FA0.99310.94110.9410.8751R inferior temporal gyrus AD\
L uncinate fasciculus RD\
L angular gyrus FA0.98310.9810.980.6251Table 3aPrediction of BSID-III composite motor score in VLBW preterm children at 18--22 months of age based on near-term white matter microstructure assessed on DTI, using exhaustive feature selection with leave-one-out cross-validation and linear regression. The five most predictive set of three brain regions are listed.Table 3aRegionsR^2^Adj. R^2^LOOCV R^2^L PLIC MD\
R parahippocampal gyrus AD\
R middle temporal gyrus AD0.4010.3690.317L PLIC MD\
R parahippocampal gyrus AD\
R supramarginal gyrus FA0.3890.3560.31L PLIC MD\
L ALIC RD\
R supramarginal gyrus FA0.3780.3440.305L PLIC MD\
R parahippocampal gyrus AD\
R middle temporal gyrus FA0.3820.3490.302L PLIC MD\
R parahippocampal gyrus AD\
R gyrus rectus AD0.3730.3400.288Table 3bClassification of VLBW preterm infants at high-risk for motor impairment based on near-term regional white matter microstructure assessed on DTI, using exhaustive feature selection and logistic regression for prediction of BSID-III motor composite score below one standard deviation of the mean in the preterm children at 18--22 months. The five most predictive set of three brain regions are listed.Table 3bBalancedMaximum sensitivityMaximum specificityRegionsAUCSensSpecSensSpecSensSpecL precuneus FA\
R superior occipital gyrus MD\
R hippocampus FA0.9120.90.8610.820.20.98R inf. Fronto-occipital fasc. AD\
L caudate nucleus FA\
L fusiform gyrus FA0.9120.80.9610.520.70.98R middle temporal gyrus FA\
L inferior temporal gyrus FA\
L angular gyrus RD0.9080.90.7410.660.31R inf. Fronto-occipital fasc. AD\
L caudate nucleus FA\
L inferior temporal gyrus FA0.9020.90.8810.40.30.98R inf. Fronto-occipital fasc. MD\
R amygdala FA\
R hippocampus FA0.8940.90.8210.720.11Table 4aPrediction of BSID-III fine motor subscore in preterm children at 18--22 months of age based on near-term white matter microstructure assessed on DTI in the VLBW preterm infants, using exhaustive feature selection with leave-one-out cross-validation and linear regression. The five most predictive set of three brain regions are listed.Table 4aRegionsR^2^Adj. R^2^LOOCV R^2^R superior parietal gyrus AD\
L superior frontal gyrus MD\
R supramarginal gyrus FA0.3510.3160.268R superior parietal gyrus AD\
L superior frontal gyrus AD\
R supramarginal gyrus FA0.3360.3010.256R superior parietal gyrus MD\
L superior frontal gyrus MD\
R supramarginal gyrus FA0.3280.2920.248R superior parietal gyrus MD\
L superior frontal gyrus MD\
R stria terminals FA0.3430.3080.247R superior parietal gyrus MD\
L superior frontal gyrus RD\
R supramarginal gyrus FA0.3300.2940.246Table 4bClassification of VLBW preterm infants at high-risk for fine motor impairment based on near-term regional white matter microstructure assessed on DTI, using exhaustive feature selection and logistic regression for prediction of BSID-III fine motor subscore below one standard deviation of the mean in preterm children at 18--22 months. The five most predictive set of three brain regions are listed.Table 4bBalancedMaximum sensitivityMaximum specificityRegionsAUCSensSpecSensSpecSensSpecR stria terminalis FA\
L inferior occipital gyrus MD\
R superior parietal gyrus MD0.95710.87810.8780.7270.98R stria terminalis FA\
L inferior occipital gyrus MD\
R superior parietal gyrus RD0.9540.9090.91810.8160.2731R stria terminalis FA\
L inferior occipital gyrus RD\
L lingual gyrus MD0.9440.9090.89810.6940.2731R stria terminalis FA\
L inferior occipital gyrus RD\
L lingual gyrus AD0.9420.9090.83710.7350.4551R stria terminalis FA\
L inferior occipital gyrus RD\
R superior parietal gyrus RD0.9420.9090.85710.7960.6360.98Table 5aPrediction of BSID-III gross motor subscore in VLBW preterm children at 18--22 months of age from near-term white matter microstructure assessed on DTI, using exhaustive feature selection with leave-one-out cross-validation and linear regression. The five most predictive set of three brain regions are listed.Table 5aRegionsR^2^Adj. R^2^LOOCV R^2^L PLIC MD\
R precentral gyrus FA\
R parahippocampal gyrus AD0.3930.3610.284L PLIC MD\
L ALIC RD\
R postcentral gyrus FA0.3760.3430.273L PLIC MD\
L ALIC RD\
R precentral gyrus FA0.3620.3280.268L lingual gyrus FA\
R inferior frontal gyrus AD\
R parahippocampal gyrus AD0.3780.3450.267R middle temporal gyrus FA\
L inferior temporal gyrus RD\
R parahippocampal gyrus AD0.3600.3260.262Table 5bClassification of VLBW preterm infants at high-risk for gross motor impairment based on near-term regional white matter microstructure assessed on DTI, using exhaustive feature selection and logistic regression for prediction of BSID-III gross motor subscore below one standard deviation of the mean in preterm children at 18--22 months. The five most predictive set of three brain regions are listed.Table 5bBalancedMaximum sensitivityMaximum specificityRegionsAUCSensSpecSensSpecSensSpecL lingual gyrus FA\
R parahippocampal gyrus MD\
R gyrus rectus AD0.840.9330.66710.4670.21L lingual gyrus FA\
R parahippocampal gyrus AD\
R lateral orbitofrontal gyrus AD0.8370.8670.75610.4440.0671L lingual gyrus FA\
R parahippocampal gyrus AD\
R fusiform gyrus AD0.8310.80.75610.2670.0671L lingual gyrus FA\
R gyrus rectus AD\
R fornix MD0.8310.80.7780.9330.60.3331L cuneus FA\
L inferior temporal gyrus MD\
R fornix MD0.8280.80.73310.4890.1331

Motor impairment based on BSID-III motor composite score of preterm children was correctly classified using logistic regression on near-term DTI with exhaustive feature selection and cross-validation (90% sensitivity, 86% specificity, AUC = 0.912) based on near-term WM microstructure in three brain regions: by left precuneus FA, right superior occipital gyrus MD, right hippocampus FA ([Table 3b](#t0025){ref-type="table"}; [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}a and b). The same statistical approach using structural brain MRI findings of WMA score, presence of cerebellar signal abnormality, and cerebellar asymmetry, classified infants with cognitive impairment with lower accuracy (60% sensitivity, 53.7% specificity, AUC = 0.367). The 3 most predictive non-image clinical features were gestational age, multi birth, stage of ROP (70% sensitivity, 72% specificity, AUC = 0.699).Fig. 2a. Prediction of BSID-III motor composite score below one standard deviation of mean in preterm children at 18--22 months, based on near-term DTI using logistic regression. Logistic function fitted on left precuneus FA, right superior occipital gyrus MD, and right hippocampus FA. Score below one standard deviation of mean denoted by 1 on the y axis.b. Prediction of BSID-III motor composite score below one standard deviation of mean in preterm children at 18--22 months, based on near-term DTI using logistic regression. Receiver operating characteristics curve and confusion matrices of cross-validated classification of VLBW preterm infants at high-risk for motor impairment from left precuneus FA, right superior occipital gyrus MD, and right hippocampus FA.Fig. 2

Motor composite score was predicted using linear regression on near-term DTI with exhaustive feature selection and cross-validation (Rˆ2 = 0.401, adjusted Rˆ2 = 0.369, cross-validated Rˆ2 = 0.317) based on near-term WM microstructure in three brain regions: left PLIC MD, right parahippocampal gyrus AD, and right middle temporal gyrus AD, which explained 32% of variance of BSID-III cognitive composite score at 18--22 months of age ([Table 3a](#t0020){ref-type="table"}).

Fine motor development was correctly classified using logistic regression on near-term DTI with exhaustive feature selection and cross-validation (100% sensitivity, 87.8% specificity, AUC = 0.957) based on near-term WM microstructure in three brain regions: right stria terminalis FA, left inferior occipital gyrus MD, and right superior parietal gyrus MD ([Table 4b](#t0035){ref-type="table"}; [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}a and b). The same statistical approach using structural brain MRI findings of WMA score, presence of cerebellar signal abnormality, and cerebellar asymmetry, classified infants with cognitive impairment with lower accuracy (73% sensitivity, 56% specificity, AUC = 0.418). The 3 most predictive non-image clinical features were average serum CRP level over the first two weeks of life, stage of ROP, presence of bronchopulmonary dysplasia (82% sensitivity, 60% specificity, AUC = 0.646).Fig. 3a. Prediction of BSID-III fine motor subscore below one standard deviation of mean in preterm children at 18--22 months, based on near-term DTI using logistic regression. Logistic function fitted on left inferior occipital gyrus MD, right superior parietal gyrus MD, and right stria terminalis FA. Score below one standard deviation of the mean denoted by 1 on the y axis.b. Prediction of BSID-III fine motor subscore below one standard deviation of mean in preterm children at 18--22 months, based on near-term DTI using logistic regression. Receiver operating characteristics curve and confusion matrices of cross-validated classification of VLBW preterm infants at high-risk for fine motor impairment from left inferior occipital gyrus MD, right superior parietal gyrus MD, and right stria terminalis FA.Fig. 3

Fine motor subscore was predicted using linear regression on near-term DTI with exhaustive feature selection and cross-validation (Rˆ2 = 0.351, adjusted Rˆ2 = 0.316, cross-validated Rˆ2 = 0.268) based on near-term WM microstructure in three brain regions: right superior parietal gyrus AD, left superior frontal gyrus MD, and right supramarginal gyrus FA, which explained 26.8% of variance of BSID-III fine motor subscore at 18--22 months of age ([Table 4a](#t0030){ref-type="table"}).

Gross motor impairment was correctly classified using logistic regression on near-term DTI with exhaustive feature selection and cross-validation (93.3% sensitivity, 66.7% specificity, AUC = 0.84) based on near-term WM microstructure in three brain regions: left lingual gyrus FA, right parahippocampal gyrus MD, and right gyrus rectus AD ([Table 5b](#t0045){ref-type="table"}; [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}a and b). The same statistical approach using structural brain MRI findings of WMA score, presence of cerebellar signal abnormality, and cerebellar asymmetry, classified infants with cognitive impairment with lower accuracy (26% sensitivity, 78% specificity, AUC = 0.333). The 3 most predictive non-image clinical features were gender, multiple birth, and average serum albumin level over the first two weeks of life (58% sensitivity, 76% specificity, AUC = 0.647).Fig. 4a. Prediction of BSID-III gross motor subscore below one standard deviation of mean in preterm children at 18--22 months, based on near-term DTI using logistic regression. Logistic function fitted on left lingual gyrus FA, right gyrus rectus AD, and right parahippocampal gyrus MD. Score below one standard deviation of the mean denoted by 1 on the y axis.b. Prediction of BSID-III gross motor subscore below one standard deviation of mean in preterm children at 18--22 months, based on near-term DTI using logistic regression. Receiver operating characteristics curve and confusion matrices of cross-validated classification of VLBW preterm infants at high-risk for gross motor impairment from left lingual gyrus FA, right gyrus rectus AD, and right parahippocampal gyrus MD.Fig. 4

Gross motor subscore was predicted using linear regression on near-term DTI with exhaustive feature selection and cross-validation (Rˆ2 = 0.393, adjusted Rˆ2 = 0.361, cross-validated Rˆ2 = 0.284) based on near-term WM microstructure in three brain regions: left PLIC MD, right precentral gyrus FA, and right parahippocampal gyrus AD, which explained 28% of variance of BSID-III gross motor subscore at 18--22 months of age ([Table 5a](#t0040){ref-type="table"}).

4. Discussion {#s0040}
=============

The statistical learning method of exhaustive feature search and LOOCV was applied to examine prediction based on near-term brain microstructure assessed on DTI in relation to cognitive and motor development in preterm toddlers at 18--22 months adjusted age. These results were compared with models using structural MRI findings. Classification of infants at high-risk for cognitive impairment was predicted by near-term WM in right middle temporal gyrus MD, right cingulate gyrus part of the cingulum MD, and left caudate nucleus MD, with 100% sensitivity and 100% specificity. Cognitive composite score was predicted by near-term WM microstructure in three brain regions: left PLIC MD, Genu RD, and right fusiform gyrus AD, which explained 30% of variance of preterm children at 18--22 months adjusted age. Classification of infants at high-risk for motor impairment was predicted by near-term by left precuneus FA, right superior occipital gyrus MD, right hippocampus FA with 90% sensitivity and 86% specificity, and with the same AUC by right inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus AD, left caudate nucleus FA, and left fusiform gyrus FA, with 80% sensitivity and 96% specificity. Motor composite score was predicted by near-term WM in left PLIC MD, right parahippocampal gyrus AD, and right middle temporal gyrus AD, which explained 32% of variance. Statistical learning, an area of machine learning, has been successfully applied to fields such as security and insurance, to assess risk, and is a promising method to improve prognostic accuracy and guide early treatment of preterm infants. Due to the multiple comparison inherent to exhaustive search, LOOCV was applied to reduce overfitting and optimize robustness of generalization. Application of this exhaustive feature search statistical learning approach generated relatively high predictive values, compared to standard techniques and prior studies of neuroimaging at near-term age.

Rose et al. reported data from the same cohort as the current study, and evaluated neonatal physiological risk factors, WMA assessed on structural MRI, and 6 subcortical WM regions assessed on DTI, using a standard hypothesis-driven, multivariate regression model ([@bb0275]). These prior results indicated that a model including left PLIC MD, genu MD, presence of cerebellar abnormality, mean serum c-reactive protein (CRP), and sepsis during the first two weeks of life significantly predicted BSID-III cognitive composite score, explaining 25% of the variance (adjusted R^2^ = 0.247, df = 5). A multivariate regression model that included the left PLIC MD, and BPD significantly predicted BSID-III motor score, explaining 13% of variance (adjusted R^2^ = 0.131, df = 2). In contrast, the current study evaluated all brain WM regions that were well assessed on DTI at near-term age, and did not include clinical biomarkers in the model. Using the more comprehensive statistical learning approach, the set of most predictive regions explained 30% of the variance of cognitive and 32% of the variance of motor development. Prediction based on structural MRI findings, and also on non-image clinical features were assessed separately, employing the same method. Results of the statistical learning models using the three distinct feature sets (DTI vs. structural MRI vs. non-image clinical features) indicate that models utilizing DTI offer more robust prediction.

Prior studies, such as Drobyshevsky et al. also found correlation between PLIC FA in preterm infants at 30 weeks GA and neurodevelopment at 2 years adjusted age ([@bb0080]). De Bruïne et al. assessed PLIC microstructure using DTI tractography at term equivalent age in relation to cognitive and motor development in very preterm toddlers and found that PLIC FA predicted motor delay (AUC = 0.89) ([@bb0040]). Nagy et al. showed that prematurity-related neonatal microstructural abnormalities in the PLIC were evident on DTI at long-term follow-up of age 11 ([@bb0230]). Tsao et al. also reported reduced WM integrity of corticospinal projections in the PLIC, assessed on DTI in adolescents with congenital hemiparesis ([@bb2005]). Vanberg et al. studied DTI in teenagers born VLBW preterm and reported reduced WM integrity in the PLIC ([@bb0335]). These studies report consistent findings of reduced PLIC WM integrity and suggest that near-term DTI findings may persist and contribute to long-term impairment of cognitive and motor function.

Specifically, we found that 30% of BSID-III cognitive composite score variance was explained by PLIC MD, along with genu RD, and right fusiform gyrus AD, and that 32% of motor score variance was explained by left PLIC MD, right parahippocampal gyrus AD, and right middle temporal gyrus AD. Woodward and Inder et al. examined 104 preterm and 107 full-term infants and found that reduced myelination of the corpus callosum assessed on near-term MRI was associated with IQ evaluated at ages 4 and 6 years (*r* = −0.24 and −0.28, *p* \< 0.02) ([@bb0360]). Rose SE et al. examined 23 preterm infants and found reduced FA mainly within the posterior regions of the corpus callosum ([@bb0260]). Genu WM microstructure was reported previously to play an important role in working memory at infancy ([@bb0295]) and IQ ([@bb0190]). In addition to WM findings in the PLIC and corpus callosum, prior studies predicting outcome in preterm infants found significant associations with cortical WM. Krishnan et al. studied 38 preterm infants and found apparent diffusion coefficient assessed on DTI at term equivalent age at the level of centrum semiovale demonstrated significant negative correlation with developmental scores at 2 years follow up ([@bb0195]). Isaacs et al. studied preterm children and found that fusiform gyrus gray matter thickness assessed with volume-based morphometry had significant negative correlation with IQ assessed at age 7 years ([@bb0160]).

The predictive value of WM microstructure assessed on DTI likely depends on (i) how well a region is captured, which can be affected by e.g. signal to noise ratio, and presence of crossing fibers, (ii) how well a region reflects overall brain development, (iii) functional relevance, (iv) stage of development. At near-term age, regional WM is rapidly developing. During the third trimester, fetal brain development goes through rapid growth and neurogenesis ([@bb0035], [@bb0075], [@bb0090], [@bb0145], [@bb0180], [@bb0235]) that may be altered as a result of preterm birth ([@bb0210]). During the first year of life, preterm and full-term infant brain development are similar in terms of a progressive decrease in water diffusion due to proliferation of oligodendrocytes and general WM maturation ([@bb0090], [@bb0200], [@bb0290]). However, at term-equivalent age preterm infant brains differ from term-born neonates in reduced cerebral and cortical volumes ([@bb0155], [@bb0320], [@bb0315]) and WM maturity ([@bb0150], [@bb0200], [@bb0260]). Brain regions undergoing pre-myelination, oligodendrocytic proliferation, and formation of axonal-glial synapses may be particularly vulnerable to hypoxic ischemia and diffuse cerebral WM injury ([@bb0205]) and if well captured, these regions may be predictive of later outcome and guide early treatment. For example, the trajectory of PLIC WM myelination, which is observed histologically between 32 and 35 weeks ([@bb0065]) results in selective vulnerability during the third trimester. Using this exhaustive feature search with cross-validation we found that left PLIC MD consistently contributed to the top models predicting cognitive and motor outcomes.

Cognitive development at 18--22 months adjusted age was predicted by near term left ALIC and the left lateral orbitofrontal cortex in several of the top 5 models. The ALIC conveys fibers involved in higher order cognition and develops slightly later than the PLIC ([@bb0025], [@bb0365]), and therefore may also be vulnerable at preterm age. Giménez et al. found decreased gray matter in the orbitofrontal area in adolescents with history of very preterm birth ([@bb0110]). However, myelination of regional WM in the lateral orbitofrontal gyrus begins before birth and takes place gradually over many years until adult age ([@bb0100]). As a predictive area, it contributed to 3 out of 5 top models for cognitive development, suggesting functional relevance, and may indicate overall brain development. The orbitofrontal cortex was previously reported to play significant role in cognitive tasks at age 8--12 in typically developing children ([@bb0045]).

Motor development at 18--22 months adjusted age was predicted by near-term PLIC MD, as well as right parahippocampal gyrus AD, and right middle temporal gyrus AD. Middle temporal gyrus mediates visual cognition and may contribute to the child\'s ability to plan and perform motor tasks suggesting function relevance. Parahippocampal gyrus is part of the limbic system and plays an important role in memory. Structural proximity of the parahippocampal gyrus, middle and inferior temporal gyrus, and fusiform gyrus suggests WM functional interdependence, and may reflect overall brain development.

Classification of infants at high risk for cognitive impairment was informed by cingulate gyrus, which is involved in sensorimotor function and executive control ([@bb0070], [@bb0280]), and contributed to 4 out of the top 5 classification models. Given the medial to peripheral trajectory of WM development in infants ([@bb0270]), the medial location of the cingulate gyrus may suggest sufficient maturation at near-term age. Kesler et al. previously found that there is a significant decrease in cingulate gyrus WM volume among preterm children at age 8 years compared to term born children, but by age 12, deficits in the cingulate gyrus only remained significant in males ([@bb0175], [@bb0170]).

Classification of high risk infants for cognitive and motor impairment was informed by the left caudate nucleus in 2 out of the top 5 models for both cognitive and motor score. Caudate nucleus is involved in both cognition as well as fine motor control ([@bb0095], [@bb0115]) and begin myelination around 35--36 weeks GA ([@bb0270]). Snook et al. reported a steep increase in FA during childhood ([@bb0300]), while Mukherjee et al. found only a minor increase between age 4--12 years ([@bb0225]). At near-term age, we found that caudate FA, MD, and RD values contributed to highly predictive models for both cognitive and motor impairment. In addition, inferior and middle temporal gyrus, known to be involved in visual cognition, semantic memory processing, and language ([@bb0050], [@bb0055], [@bb0130], [@bb0165], [@bb0220], [@bb0325]), were predictive for classification of cognitive and motor scores. Gaillard et al. reported strong activation of fMRI signal in the middle temporal gyrus on reading tasks in typically developing children ([@bb0105]). Our results suggest near term DTI metrics in the temporal gyri may contribute to prediction of later cognitive and motor function. Classification of motor impairment with highest sensitivity was informed by left precuneus FA, right superior occipital gyrus MD, and right hippocampus FA. Precuneus was previously found to play an important role in coordination of motor behaviour, motor imagery, and mental rotation ([@bb0120], [@bb0310], [@bb0345]). Hippocampus is known to be involved in procedural memory, contributing to consolidation of motor sequence memory ([@bb0010]).

Prediction of the models using DTI outperformed models using structural MRI, reinforcing prior studies that found DTI might yield more sensitive predictors compared to structural MRI for neurodevelopmental outcome ([@bb0020], [@bb0040], [@bb0265], [@bb0255]). Employing DTI in combination with the statistical learning approach of exhaustive feature selection and cross-validation has potential to improve prognostic accuracy of neonatal neuroimaging. Advances in automated data processing increase the clinical feasibility of using DTI, improving its ease of use, repeatability, and thus prognostic value. Logistic regression used in this study is a linear model, therefore both its implementation and interpretation is relatively straightforward. If replicated in a larger population, these methods could be implemented clinically to improve prognostic accuracy. Individual patient DTI metrics of most predictive brain regions could be input into a simple spreadsheet to identify infants at high risk for cognitive and motor impairment.

Study limitations include the relatively small cohort that restricts the analysis to statistical tools that are less robust compared to state-of-the-art machine learning approaches, such as deep learning. In this study, we used linear models that have the advantage of easy interpretability and application to smaller sample sizes, however, in general, the solution space is highly nonlinear by nature; therefore, the achievable accuracy is limited compared to nonlinear models. In addition, assessment of cortical WM can be confounded by signal to noise ratio and imaging resolution. Methods employed in this study need to be repeated in a larger preterm population. Advances in neuroimaging methods will likely improve the prognostic values of machine learning based approaches.

Automated feature selection algorithms may allow for thorough analysis and identification of near-term regional neuronal microstructure most correlated with cognitive and motor development. Search in larger feature space may more accurately identify neonatal neural correlates of neurodevelopmental delay, and ultimately inform neuroprotective treatment to improve quality of life for preterm children. In this cohort, we used exhaustive feature search limited to finding a set of 3 regions that best predicted outcomes. Results indicate relatively high prognostic value for cognitive and motor development, and warrant further investigation in larger preterm populations.
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